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Introduction

How any organism selects an action among multiple alternatives is the biggest question in 
psychobiology and neuroscience. Decision making studies show that these processes, though in different 
applications, still share common elements including deliberation and commitment (Gold and Shadlen 
2007), and in this sense this question is closely related to the phenomenon of mental rehearsal. According 
to  Dennet (1996), reactivation of overt behavior in the inner environment has an evolutionary advantage.  

Deliberation may include both action preparation and expected consequences of actions (e.g., 
Anokhin 1974; van der Meer and Redish 2010). One hypothesis is that action preparation is based on low 
pre-activation of the same neurons that are related to the movement itself (Murakami and Mainen 2015). 
In this case a neuron related to some movement appears to gradually increase its activity at subthreshold 
level during decision period and demonstrate a constant high level of activation just before the action (e.g. 
Gold and Shadlen 2007), but it is not might be always the case. At the same time, low-frequency activity 
was also noted during decision making periods. Replays as low-frequency neuronal activity occur during 
awake rest periods (e.g. Foster and Wilson 2006; Singer et al. 2013) and sleep (e.g. O’Neill et al. 2010). 
Such replays of activity during rest periods is evident also in immediate early gene transcription patterns 
(e.g. Arc), which reoccurs partly in those task-related neurons that were active during the deployment of 
overt behavior itself (Gheidi, Satvat and Marrone, 2012).

Task-related neurons in many cortical areas of the brain often exhibit the same activity patterns 
during delay periods before any actual motions as during the movement itself (e.g. Cisek and Kalaska 
2004). Such activities might be a neuronal basis of covert mental rehearsal (Cisek and Kalaska 2004). 
This mental rehearsal might be related to the movements themselves or to more abstract information, 
which is not directly linked to movements per se (Freedman and Assad 2011). Motor imagery (the mental 
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rehearsal of movement) may even result in learning without prior practice (Ingram et al., 2016). Most 
paradigms in which such neuronal activity is analyzed consists of delay periods between a sample and a 
target (e.g. Bisley et al., 2004), and in such cases neuronal activities often reflect properties of a sample 
memorized, namely working memory.

Neurons of many areas across many species show in delay periods activity related to goals, 
intended movements, trajectories: for example, frontal and parietal cortical neurons (Andersen and Cui, 
2009; Park et al., 2014), motor cortical neurons (Churchland et al., 2010), premotor cortical neurons 
(Crammond and Kalaska, 2000), hippocampal neurons (Catanese et al., 2012). Several studies have 
reported that anterior cingulate cortex, also in humans, is playing a role in decision making (Rushworth et 
al., 2004; Walton, Devlin and Rushworth, 2004; Tervo et al., 2014). It was shown that posterior cingulate 
cortex is activated in humans during mental travels to the past and to the future (Viard et al., 2011), 
visuospatial imagery (Whittingstall et al., 2014) and during mental imagery of complex sequential limb 
movement (Sauvage et al., 2015). If such imagery is evident in the posterior cingulate cortex in animals 
other than humans is not known. It was stated recently that neurons of the posterior cingulate cortex 
(the retrosplenial cortex) play a key role in a range of cognitive functions, including episodic memory, 
navigation, imagination and planning for the future (Vann et al., 2009). Posterior cingulate cortex of rabbits 
has homologies to the ones in rodents and humans (Vogt, 2016). It was shown that task-related neurons 
have different types of specializations – more specific (related to concrete acts) or less specific (related 
to broad categories of behavioral acts and, in general, less differentiated experience) (e.g., Svarnik et al., 
2005; Alexandrov et al., 2018). 

The present study was aimed to figure out if mental rehearsal might be found in rabbits and if 
differently specialized neurons, including neurons specialized in relation to overt motor behavior, play 
different roles in such embodied mental rehearsal. We registered neuronal activity in rabbit posterior 
cingulate cortex during delay periods that did not require an animal to remember previous information and 
found that in these cases task-related neuronal replays were still evident, moreover replays consisted of 
neurons with different degree of task-selectivity.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Recordings were performed in 6 adult male rabbits (Orictolagus cuniculus; weight about 3 kg). 

Food was continually available in the home cage except for the days of recordings. Their loss of weight did 
not exceed 15% from the weight of non-deprived animals of the same age.  All surgical and experimental 
protocols were performed in accordance with National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of 
Laboratory animals (NIH Publications No. 8023, revised 1978).

Behavioral paradigm
All rabbits were taught to obtain food following pedal-press in the experimental chamber with two 

pedals and two feeders (described in details in Alexandrov, Grinchenko and Jarvilehto, 1990). Pedal 
pressing activated an automatic feeder on the same side of the chamber, a pedal and a feeder were in 
adjacent corners. Each rabbit was to perform consecutive pedal-press task trials: pressing the pedal, 
turning to the feeder and taking food from the feeder at both sides of the cage. Each one side block 
consisted of 10-20 trials. No cue indicated the switch between the blocks. The two pedals were never 
active simultaneously. Infrared sensors placed inside the experimental cage monitored the position of the 
animal in the cage and the onset and offset of the behavioral acts.

Delay period 
Following completion of pedal press shaping the delay period trials were introduced. Periodically 

both pedals were manually covered by a nontransparent shutter while an animal was in the middle of the 
experimental chamber facing the shutter. Then one of two pedals was taken out of the chamber. The flash 
(50   sec long, 0,3 Joule) indicated the beginning of the shutter opening; the full opening took less than 
250 msec. Thus, the delay period lasted no longer than 250 msec. The decision-making process could be 
started before the shutter was fully opened. 

Electrophysiological recordings
After the task acquisition, rabbits were implanted with microelectrodes. For all surgical procedures, 

which were performed under aseptic conditions, the animals were initially anesthetized with novocaine (8-
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12 ml) injected subcutaneously. Craniotomies were made over posterior cingulate cortex and a custom-
made recording chamber was fixed to the scull. The chamber was 3 mm in diameter and was attached 
to the skull by a ring of bone cement anchored by 3 screws evenly distributed around the craniotomy. 
Electrophysiological and behavioral recording techniques, as well as the criteria for the classification of 
the behavioral specialization of the units have been described in details elsewhere (e.g. Svarnik et al., 
2005; Alexandrov et al., 2018).

Unit activity was recorded from the posterior part of Area 30 Complex (pA30C) and p29b-29e of 
the cingulate cortex (P=11.1   0.3; L=3.3 0.1, according to Vogt, 2016). Glass microelectrodes with 2.5 
m KCl, tips of 1-3    m diameter and impedance of 1-5 M    at 1.5 kHz were used and driven by a custom-
made micromanipulator. During the recording of the activity of each neuron, a rabbit performed alternating 
(left or right side of the experimental chamber) series of instrumental behavioral acts as well as acts with 
a delay period before the pedals were visible behind the shutter.

We recorded single-unit activity along with electromyogram (m. masseter pars profundus) and 
the timeline of behavioral events (details in Alexandrov, Grinchenko and Jarvilehto, 1990). The rabbit’s 
behavior was also video-recorded with the unit activity (audio-channel), the light indicators of the pedal 
pressing and head lowering, the counters of the cumulative number of spikes, and of time. As the animals’ 
training (or behavioral shaping) consisted of several consecutive stages on each side of the experimental 
chamber (food intake from the feeder, turning head and body from the feeder, turning to the pedal, pressing 
the pedal, turning to the feeder), the results of these training stages were later used to divide behavior into 
behavioral elements with corresponding markers recorded in all sessions.

Data analysis
Each behavioral cycle on the left side of the cage was divided in accordance with the behavioral 

marks into five stages (behavioral acts): (1) turning a head toward a pedal; (2) approaching a pedal; (3) 
pressing a pedal; (4) approaching a feeder and (5) seizing food. Behavior on the right side of the cage 
was divided into analogous stages (acts 6-10; see Fig. 1). The following indices were selected as the 
characteristics of the activity of the neuron: the average frequency of spike activity in a particular act and 
the probability of an activation in the act. The average frequency of activity for the entire recording was 
calculated for each neuron. The exceeding by the frequency of the activity in one or several acts of the 
average frequency of the activity of a neuron over the whole period of its recording (or during the period 
preceding the flash) by not less than a factor of 1.5 was taken as activation (details see in Gorkin and 
Shevchenko, 1991). 

Figure 1. The experimental cage and all studied behavioral acts: 1 - turning a head from the left 
feeder to the left pedal; 2 - approaching the left pedal; 3 - pressing the left pedal; 4 - approaching the 
left feeder, 5 - food intake from the left feeder, 6 - turning a head from the right feeder to the right pedal; 
7 - approaching the right pedal; 8 - pressing the right pedal; 9 - approaching the right feeder, 10 - food 
intake from the right feeder, a – the delay period, 12 - approaching the left pedal after the delay period, 
17 - approaching the right pedal after the delay period.
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In our previous studies, different types of neuronal specializations were identified in various brain 
areas of freely moving rabbits and rats that were performing instrumental food-acquisition behavior in an 
operant cage equipped with two pedals and two feeders (e.g. Alexandrov et al., 2018). Neurons could be 
classified in two main categories. “Narrow selective” (NS) neurons which are activated in relation to narrow 
range of behavioral acts of the task (i.e. approaching the feeder, taking food from the feeder, approaching 
the pedal and/or pressing the pedal). These behavioral acts are formed during an animal’s training in 
the operant chamber. Their changes in activity are selectively related to a certain behavioral act, but is 
independent of its detailed motor execution. A neuron was considered to be specialized relative to a system 
of specific behavioral act if the activation in this act was observed in all cases (100% of performances of 
a certain act). The other category – “broadly selective” (BS) neurons. These neurons are less selective 
in relation to behavioral acts of the task. Their activation might be related to a certain movement (e.g. 
turning left or right independent of the goal of action). They are activated during an identical movement 
that can be performed in different behavioral contexts. Neurons that showed activation in relation to a 
particular movement of the body, head or lower jaw were considered to be specialized relative to the 
systems formed earlier in ontogeny (see in Shvyrkov, 1986, Alexandrov et al., 2000). Neurons that cannot 
be identified as neurons of one or the other category were named “undefined” or “unidentified”, they did 
not show consistent activation during the given task, i.e. their specializations were unknown.

Results

A total of 356 single-unit extracellular recordings were obtained (not fewer than 50 neurons from 
each rabbit). From the complete sample, a total of 176 recorded in the cingulate cortex were used in the 
statistical analysis. The rest of the sample was eliminated because of failure to meet the inclusion criterion 
(i.e., stable recording during not fewer than five behavioral cycles on both sides of the experimental 
chamber in a control situation, and when a delay period was introduced). Approximately half of the analyzed 
neurons (89 neurons) had their activity specifically related to the acquired task (task-related neurons). 
A representative task-related neuron is on Fig. 2. The other neurons were classified as unidentified in 
relation to the task.

Figure 2. Activity of a representative task-related neuron specialized in relation to the left pedal 
approach during the instrumental behavior on both sides (A) and during the delay period (B).

Various types of neuronal activity were noticed among unidentified neurons. Neurons of one group 
(39%) had rare impulse activity throughout behavioral cycles (3-8 action potentials per cycle or fewer), 
which however unpredictably increased in some situations. Another group of neurons (23%) had evenly 
distributed rate of activity during behavioral cycles. Other neurons (33%) demonstrated sporadic activity, 
not related to behavioral acts. 

Among unidentified neurons only 2.3 % (2 neurons) of cells changed their activity rate during the 
delay period. Both of these neurons were belonging to the group with sporadic activity, and in both of 
these cases activity was inhibited during the delay period. 

In contrast, out of the task-related neurons 29 cells (32.6%) significantly changed their rate of 
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activity during the delay period. Out of them 19 neurons increased their firing rate. Among the other 
ten task-related cells with inhibition during the delay period were both narrow-selective neurons and 
broadly selective neurons (see Methods for details) in almost equal proportions. We could not find any 
special peculiarities in these delay-related inhibition neurons as compared to neurons with delay-related 
activation. 

Task-related neurons we further classified into two categories: (1) NS-neurons and (2) BS-neurons 
(see Methods for details). The numbers of NS-neurons and BS-neurons were approximately the same: 
43 and 46, respectively. 

Eleven cells (26%) among NS-neurons and 11 cells (24%) among BS-neurons activated during the 
delay period. The mean latency of activation (maximal frequency was taken as a point of activation) after 
the flash during the delay period was different for NS-neurons and BS-neurons: 151.8 27.6 ms for NS-
neurons and 249.5 31.9 ms for BS-neurons (Mann-Whitney, p<0.05). As compared to NS-neurons (out 
of which nearly a quarter had short-latent activations) none of BS-neurons had short latency of activation 
– earlier than 100 ms after the flash (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Neuronal activation latencies after the flash. NS – narrow selective neurons, BS – broadly 
selective neurons.

In addition to the acts where NS-neurons showed selective and stable activations it was noticed 
that NS-neurons could be activated during some behavioral acts that were not specific for them. For 
example, a neuron, activated during pedal-pressing, had to be activated in all acts of pedal pressing in 
order to be classified as narrow selective (NS-neuron) in relation to pedal-pressing. But the same “pedal” 
neuron could increase its firing rate during, for example, in some of the cases, feeder approaching. We 
counted such non-specific activations (to be counted they had to appear in at least 40% of the same 
acts, see details in Alexandrov et al., 2018; Sozinov, Bakhchinaa and Alexandrov, 2021) for every task-
related neuron. We found that the number of non-specific activations was significantly higher for those 
task-related neurons that belonged to NS-neurons activated during the delay period (mean – 2.9 acts) as 
compared to NS-neurons that didn’t activated during the delay period (1.53 acts) or BS-neurons (2 and 
1.92 acts, respectively activated and non-activated during delay periods) (Mann-Whitney, p<0.05).

Discussions
In the present study we, as many others, demonstrated that animals “doing nothing” (no overt 

behavior present) still have their brains “full of meaning”, and that the so-called “background” activity is 
not “noise”, but is related to the organization of behavior (Vaadia et al., 1995; Arieli et al., 1996; Contreras 
et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2019). It might be suggested that spontaneous activity in the brain is its regular 
activity, and that ongoing spontaneous activity is modified by new experience formation (Wilson and 
McNaughton, 1994). The nature of such spontaneous activity is often described as elusive, but it might 
reflect recent experience. The brain is considered not as a passive input–output system, but as an 
active, projective “device” that spontaneously generates ‘‘hypotheses’’ and tests their adequacy (e.g. 
Shvyrkov,1986; Buzsaki, 2019). It has been shown that animals’ interactions with environment enhances 
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similarities between spontaneous and environment-related neural activity (Berkes et al., 2011). Repeated 
stimulations, even in urethane-anesthetized rats, produced reoccurring of evoked unique sequential 
patterns of neural firing in corresponding cortices, moreover such reoccurrence requires desynchronization 
during stimulations (Contreras et al., 2013). Diversity of spontaneous activity patterns is generated by 
prefrontal cortical neurons (Dehaene and Changeux, 1997). In the present study, approximately one-third 
of recorded task-related neurons was activated during the delay period. The neurons whose selectivity 
could not be identified as related to the task did not show activations during this period. All together it 
implies that so called spontaneous activity should be associated with ongoing actualization of individual 
experience. This future-directed actualization is in line with the contemporary ideas of the proactive 
brain (Bar, 2009) or predictive brain (Buzsaki, 2019) or brain readiness for the future (Schurger, Pak and 
Roskieset al., 2021), which, in its order, can be traced back to the ideas of expected results (Anokhin, 
1974) or even further (more details on the subject might be found in (Alexandrov, 2022).

Delay periods are characterized by not only activations of narrow selective task-related neurons, 
but also activations of broadly selective neurons which might be related to classical “motor programs”.  
Such results indicate that the same neurons, independent of selectivity degree, are involved in overt 
and covered phase of experience actualization, which might imply that decision making is embodied 
cognitive process. Recent data suggest that real actions and action imaging share some of the same 
neural substrate, which implies that conceptual knowledge is mapped within the “sensory-motor” systems 
or embodied in the way the organism interacts with the environment (Gallese and Lakoff, 2005). We found 
here that during the delay period some task-related neurons showed inhibition of activity. Thus, it can be 
assumed that there are at least two similarities between the compared overt and imaginary actions. The 
first one is the existing overlap between the sets of activated neurons in these two types of actions. The 
second congeniality is that they share similar characteristics of neuronal organization, which consists of 
opponent relationships:  an activation of some neurons corresponded to an inhibition of others can be 
seen in both overt and covert behaviors. 

Previous studies suggested that during delay periods neuronal activity is temporally organized 
(MacDonald et al., 2013), though it might look unclear, why some neurons fire earlier than others. We 
showed that task-related neurons activated in a certain order during the delay period: narrow selective 
neurons activated preferentially earlier as compared to neurons with less selective specializations. It 
was earlier shown that some neurons of motor cortex and in prefrontal cortex were modulated early in 
the delay period while other neurons of the same areas were modulated in a persistent manner over the 
duration of the delay period, moreover delay-related modulations started earlier in motor cortex than in 
the prefrontal cortex (Narayanan and Laubach, 2009). It was also shown (Thura and Cisek, 2014) that 
approximately 280 ms before movement onset, premotor cortical activity tuned to the selected target 
reached a consistent peak while motor cortex activity tuned to the unselected target was suppressed, which 
might reflect the resolution of a competition between the potential behavioral acts during decision making. 
In this work we showed that narrow selective neurons fire before broadly selective neurons during delay 
periods. If we considered developmental history of these neurons, we could infer that broadly selective 
neurons acquire their specializations earlier in ontogenesis as compared to narrow selective neurons. 
Thus, less selective neurons are active simultaneously with different sets of neurons, these neurons are 
shared portions of many neuronal groups. During mental rehearsal activity of the more selective neurons 
«drives» activation of less selective neurons. It was shown earlier that broadly selective neurons have 
different activity patterns dependent on the neuronal set they are in accordance (see details in Alexandrov 
et al., 2000, Alexandrov et al., 2018). Thus, less selective neurons are active simultaneously with different 
sets of neurons, these neurons are shared portions of many neuronal groups. During mental rehearsal 
activity of the more selective neurons «drives» activation of less selective neurons. It was shown earlier 
that broadly selective neurons have different activity patterns dependent on the neuronal set they are 
in accordance (details see in e.g. Alexandrov, 2008). It might be suggested that in order to fulfill this 
accordance narrow selective neurons appear to have more cases of non-specific activity (which implies 
more functional connections) as we showed in this work. We also found that neurons with the higher 
number of functional connections fire earlier than others. This finding might be related to the idea of “hub” 
neurons (e.g., Cossart, 2014), which have more functional connections and might have a higher number 
of spontaneous firings.
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Conclusions

Our theoretical framework suggest that neurons are specialized in relation to not the function of 
decision making, perception or motor programs but the systemic functions, i.e., functional systems formed 
for reaching different adaptive individual results in the environment (see, e.g., Anokhin, 1974; Alexandrov, 
2008, 2022; Alexandrov et al., 2018). Hence memory content that may be used at any stage of behavior 
preparation, is memory about all behavioral acts formed during individual history. Systemically specialized 
neurons underly these memories. Memory actualization is, in turn, activations of those neurons. The 
results described in this article showed that mental rehearsal during delay periods demonstrated features 
of embodiment – activity of the same neurons that are used during overt movements. Moreover, this 
neuronal activity is temporally organized in a specific way which might be considered as mechanisms of 
embodiment. Neuronal activity sequence during the delay period, used for decision making, depends on 
the role of neuron in overt behavior. In summary, we found a specific pattern of neuronal activity during 
delay period related to embodied decision making.
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